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IV. PUBLICATION AND FILM NEWS

*RECENT BOOKS, ARTICLES AND MONOGRAPHS

Addy, Premen  
1984  

Order from: Nataraj Books  
P.O. Box 5076  
Springfield, Virginia 22150 U.S.A.

Price: US$ 30.00

Agrawala, V.P.  
1985  

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price: US$ 15.00

Banerjee, Anukul Chandra  
1984  
Aspects of Buddhist Culture From Tibetan Sources. Calcutta, 118 p.

A comprehensive study of how Buddhism changed almost every aspect of Tibet and Tibetans.

Order from: East India Book Co.  
635 Second Avenue  
New York, New York 10016 U.S.A.

Price: US$ 9.00

Barger, Evert  
1985  
Excavations in Swat and Explorations in the Oxus Territories of Afghanistan. Delhi, 67 p.

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price: US$ 55.00

Bhattacharyya, Benoytosh  
1985  
The Indian Buddhist Iconography. New Delhi, 220 p.

Examines the true Indian roots of Buddhist Iconography, and presents the basis of Buddhist Iconography and methods of worship in later Buddhism. Originally published in 1924. Numerous plates.

Order from East India Book Co. (address above)

Price: US$ 61.00
Bishop, Donald H. (ed.)

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price: US$ 35.00

Chopra, Pran; Mubsahir Hasan, Shamsul Haq, Shelton Kodikara, and Rishikesh Shaha

This work analyzes the situation within South Asian countries, the relationships between these countries, the internal and external security problems, and the regional and global setting. It includes a look at the equation between India and Pakistan and the issue of nuclear weapons. The domestic scene is also examined, where politics are taking a critical turn, and where long established continuities face discontinuities.

Order from: Macmillan India Ltd.
2/10 Ansari Road
Daryaganj, New Delhi - 110002
INDIA

Price: US$ 15.00 (including airmail postage)

Chophel, Norbu

Order from: Norbu Chophel
Tibetan Library
Dharamsala - 176215
INDIA

Price: US$ 8.95 (airmail postage included)
US$ 6.25 (seamail postage included)

Send payment with order to Norbel Chophel. If payment is by International Money Order, send a note by separate post giving address clearly.

Dahal, Dilli R.

Based on six-month fieldwork from November 1973 to April 1974, this study presents data on the ethnography and recent social change among the Athpahariya Rais of Chuliban Panchayat of the Dhankuta district.

Order from: CNAS
Research Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies
Tribhuvan University
Kirtipur, Kathmandu, NEPAL

Datta, C.L.

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price: US$ 30.00
Gyatso, Geshe Kelsang
1985  

Heart of Wisdom is a clear and extensive commentary to the Heart Sutra, one of the most popular and important texts on emptiness (Skt. Shunyata) in mahayana Buddhism. In accordance with the oral tradition transmitted to Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, both the explicit and implicit meanings of the Sutra are revealed and are related to the practices of the five mahayana paths leading to full enlightenment. Also included is a detailed explanation of how to gain an initial understanding of emptiness, and how such an understanding can be used in conjunction with the Sutra to overcome obstacles to both temporary and ultimate happiness.

Order from: Tharpa Publications
15 Bendemeer Road
London SW15 1JX
U.K.

Price: £ 4.95 in U.K.

Gyatso, Geshe Kelsang
1985  

A revised second edition of this highly acclaimed commentary to Shantideva's classic verse masterpiece. In accordance with the oral tradition transmitted to the author, Meaningful to Behold provides a lucid and extensive explanation on how to develop and maintain the supremely altruistic motivation of a bodhisattva, and how then to engage in the actual practices in one's day to day life that lead to the attainment of full enlightenment or Buddhahood. Included also is a step-by-step guide to attaining the meditative state of tranquil abiding through the development of single-pointed concentration, and a detailed explanation of Shantideva's profound teachings on the Madhyamika-Prasangika view of emptiness, the ultimate nature of reality.

Order from Tharpa Publications (address above)

Price: £ 7.50 in U.K.
Kaushik, Devendra
Order from Nataraj Books (address above)
Price:  US$ 10.00

Kennedy, Kenneth A.R. and Gregory L. Possehl (eds.)
1984  Studies in the Archaeology and Palaeoanthropology of South Asia.
This book is a collection of papers by leading American and Indian scholars in the areas on prehistory, proto-historic archaeological research, paleogeography, ethnoarchaeology and biological anthropology of the Indian Subcontinent. Reported here are the results of recent research projects which mark current trends in investigations as diverse as the origins of mankind, the fossil hominoid record of the Siwalik Hills, the enigma of the Soan stone tool tradition, ancient environments of the Kashmir Valley, evolution of the high cultures of the Harappan Civilization, emergence of classical Hindu civilization in the Gangetic Plain, trade and government in the period of early Buddhism, and the question of the ethnic identity and biological characteristics of the inhabitants of the Indus Valley cities. The fundamental theme is the relationship of changing ecological settings to trends in socioeconomic strategies, complexities of social organization, technological development, urbanization and biological adaptations of human populations. Certain papers are accompanied by commentaries written by eminent researchers familiar with the ancient landscapes and cultures of South Asia. This volume offers to professional archaeologists and biological anthropologists a comprehensive survey of current scientific achievements, and for the general reader this is a stimulating introduction to the biological, ecological and cultural background of modern South Asian societies.

CONTENTS

Hominoid Adaptations and Hominid Origins: Evidence from South Asia
-- JOHN R. LUKACS

Discussion of Dr. Lukacs' Paper -- ROBERT M. WEST

The Soan in Central Asia? Problems in Early Palaeolithic Culture History
-- RICHARD S. DAVIS

Palaeoenvironmental and Prehistoric Studies in the Kashmir Valley
-- D.P. AGRAWAL

Bronze Age Iron from Afghanistan: Its Implications for South Asian Protohistory
-- JIM G. SHAFFER

The Use of Ethnoarchaeology in Interpreting South Asian Prehistory
-- NANDANI LYNTON

Discussion of Dr. Shaffer's and Miss Lynton's Papers -- JEROME JACOBSON

The Palaeogeography and Prehistoric Settlement Patterns of the Lower Indus Valley, Sind, Pakistan -- LOUIS FLAM

A Note on Harappan Settlement Patterns in the Punjab -- GREGORY L. POSSEHL

The Indus "Granaries" : Illusion, Imagination and Archaeological Reconstruction
-- MARCIA A. FENTRESS

A Reassessment of the Theories of Racial Origins of the People of the Indus Valley Civilization from Recent Anthropological Data -- KENNETH A.R. KENNEDY

-28-
Some Archaeological Problems Regarding Gangetic Cultures in Early Historical India
-- ANNA KING

Early Buddhism, Trade and Empire -- JAMES HEITZMAN

Order from: Humanities Press, Inc.
Atlantic Highlands
New Jersey 07716
U.S.A.

Oxford & IBH Publishing Co.
66 Janpath
New Delhi 110001
INDIA

Oxford & IBH Publishing Co.
17 Park Street
Calcutta 700016
INDIA

Price: Rs. 120.00 I.C.

Kochumuttom, Thomas A.

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price: US$ 20.00

Latham, R.G.
1985 Ethnology of India. New Delhi, 384 p.

Originally published in 1859, this is a study of the tribes and races that inhabited India, Burma, Tibet, Bhutan, Nepal, Afghanistan and Sri Lanka.

Order from East India Book Co. (address above)

Price: US$ 42.00

Lukacs, John R., (ed.)
1984 The People of South Asia: Biological Anthropology of India, Pakistan and Nepal. New York.

This work contains articles on Himalayan populations of today and their adaptations to cold and altitude stress. Also an article about fossil hominids of the Siwaliks and Nepal.

Order from Plenum Press

Malik, Inder L.

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price: US$ 18.00
Manandhar, Thakurlal
Prefaced in English and French, contains a historical sketch with the introductory remarks.
Order from East India Book Co. (address above)
Price:  US$ 78.50

Merani, Shambhu T.
1985  Future Buddha. Delhi, 100 p., 35 plates.
Order from Nataraj Books (address above)
Price:  US$ 40.00

Papers Respecting the Nepal War. New Delhi, 998 p.
1984
Order from Nataraj Books (address above)
Price:  US$ 300.00

Poudyal, Madhab P.
An account of Nepal's quest for advancement with a look at economic, political and social problems.
Order from East India Book Co. (address above)
Price:  US$ 11.00

Proudfoot, C.L.
Order from Nataraj Books (address above)
Price:  US$ 20.00

Rai, Navin K.
Based on six-month fieldwork in 1974, this study interprets the juxtaposition of economic conditions and social reality of the Chepangs of Central Nepal.
Order from CNAS (address above)
Rhoades, Robert E.  
1985  
Traditional Potato Production and Farmers' Selection of Varieties in Eastern Nepal,  
Report No. 2. Lima, Peru.  
Order from:  
International Potato Center  
Centro Internacional de la Papa  
P.O. Box 5969  
Lima, PERU

Roerich, George N.  
1984  
Tibetan Paintings. New Delhi, 176 p., 37 plates.  
Tibetan Paintings is predominantly religious in outline. This book presents the origin and history of the art, its correlation with Indian art and Russian icon painting. A thorough study of Tibetan art by a well-known author on the subject.  
Order from East India Book Co. (address above)  
Price: US$ 35.50

Sangharakshita  
1985  
The Eternal Legacy is a clear and comprehensive introduction to the canonical literature of Buddhism. Covering all the major texts -- from the early Pali canon to the unsurpassed spiritual vitality and vision of the mahayana sutras -- Sangharakshita concisely summarizes their essential teachings and places them in their doctrinal and historical context. Commencing with a discussion on what constitutes Buddhism's authentic canonical literature and the oral tradition that preceded it, the book provides a guide to its vast extent and concludes by showing how Buddhavacana or the Word of the Buddha, as the oral and written expression of the Enlightened Mind's creative drive, is ever growing and dynamic.  
Order from Tharpa Publications (address above)  
Price: £ 7.50 in U.K.

Sangharakshita  
1985  
A revised sixth edition of this scholarly study of the entire field of Buddhist thought and practice. Concentrating initially on basic doctrines and methods common to all of Buddhism, the teachings and practices of specific schools are discussed in detail and the book closes appropriately with the practical aspects of mahayana Buddhism as exemplified by the bodhisattva ideal, 'the perfectly ripened fruit of the whole vast tree of Buddhism.'  
Order from Tharpa Publications (address above)  
Price: £ 8.25 in U.K.

Scott, Gregory J.  
1985  
Marketing Bhutan's Potatoes: Present Patterns and Future Prospects. Lima, Peru.  
Order from:  
International Potato Center  
P.O. Box 5969  
Lima, PERU

-31-
Sharma, Man Mohan  
1985  
*Nandan Kanan: The Valley of Flowers.* Delhi, 160 p.  
Takes the reader on a journey to the fabled valley of flowers. Starting from Delhi, it winds into the Himalayas along the holy river Ganga and approaches the mighty peaks of Nanda Devi, Trisul, Kamet, Nilakantha, etc.  
Order from: Navrang Publishers and Booksellers  
R B-7 Inder Puri  
New Delhi 110012  
INDIA

Singh, A.K.  
1985  
*Trans-Himalayan Wall Paintings: 10th to 13th Century A.D.* Delhi, x, 162 p., 24 plates.  
Order from Nataraj Books (address above)  
Price: US$ 80.00

Somnath and Asha Dhar  
1985  
Order from Nataraj Books (address above)  
Price: US$ 20.00

Srivastava, V.C.  
1985  
Order from Nataraj Books (address above)  
Price: US$ 50.00

Subba, Subhadra  
1985  
This study attempts to analyze that plain Nepali could be more effective as the medium of mass communications for development and also explore possibilities for the development of a simpler variety of Nepali.  
Order from CNAS (address above)

Tandon, Govinda  
1985  
This study attempts to present an antiquity and style of the images of Ganesh in the Kathmandu valley.  
Order from CNAS (address above)

Verma, Y.P.  
1985  
This study attempts to identify the development ethics of the *Gorkhapatra* and to assess the effectiveness of its messages.
Vidyarthi, L.P. and Makhan Jha

Order from:  Orient Publications
114 Surya Niketan
Anand Vihar, Delhi - 110092
INDIA

Price:  Rs. 200/

Vidyarthi, L.P. and Makhan Jha

Order from:  Council of Social and Cultural Research
Bihar, Ranchi
Department of Anthropology
Ranchi University
Ranchi
INDIA

Price:  Rs 60/

Whelpton, John

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price:  US$ 12.00

Yonfan, Manshih

Order from Nataraj Books (address above)

Price:  US$ 95.00

*Nataraj Books* is in the process of revising its mailing list for its monthly catalog of South Asian publications. If you wish to be on the mailing list, or if you are interested in catalogs of Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Urdu, Punjabi and English books, write to:

Nataraj Books
P.O. Box 5076
Springfield, VA 22150 U.S.A.

*THE TIBET JOURNAL*

Volume X, No. 2 (Summer 1985) issue of The Tibet Journal includes the following articles:

-- "Notes on the Transmission of Nāgārjuna's Ratnāvalī in Tibet" by Leonard W.J. van der Kuijp

-- "Madhyamaka Studies Among the Early Sa-skya-pa" by David P. Jackson

-- "The Ritual on Consecration," translated by Sherpa Tulku and Michael Perrott

-- "Further Studies on Pelliot 117 and the System of Ha Sang Mahāyāna by G.W. Houston"
Book Reviews

Dalai Lama: Songs of Spiritual Change. Reviewed by Bhikku Pāsādika.


Atisa: A Lamp for the Path of Enlightenment. Review by Parmananda Sharma.

Ordering information of The Tibet Journal may be obtained from the Editor, The Tibet Journal, Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, Dharmsala, Dist. Kamgra, H.P., India.

*RECENT CNAS PUBLICATIONS*

The Volume XII, No. 1 (December 1984) issue of Contributions to Nepalese Studies includes the following articles:


2. "Reduplication in Bantawa" by Novel Kishore Rai.

3. "Problems in Dating Nepalese Metal Sculpture: Three Images of Visnu" by Ian Alsop.

4. "Making a Living in the Nepal Himalayas: The Case of the Thakalis of Mustang District" by Michael Vinding

4. "Sex Differentials in Infant and Child Mortality in Rural Nepal" by Bhakta B. Gubhaju

Review Article


This journal is published by the Research Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies at Tribhuvan University, Kirtipur, Kathmandu, Nepal.

*RECENT PUBLICATIONS FROM THE HMG-USAID-GTZ-WINROCK PROJECT*

Four more papers have been published by the "Strengthening Institutional Capacity in the Food and Agricultural Sector in Nepal" project which is a cooperative effort of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development. These papers are part of the Research Paper Series formerly published by the Agricultural Development Council and Agricultural Project Service Centre (APROSC). ADC has merged with the International Agricultural Development Service (IADS) and the Winrock International Livestock Research and Training Center to form the Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development. Copies are available from Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development, Rt. 3, Petit Jean Mtn., Morrilton, AR 72110-9537 U.S.A., or P.O. Box 1312, Kathmandu, Nepal. Titles and abstracts follow:

No. 26: An Evaluation of the Dairy Development Corporation: Collection, Production and Financial Performance

Researcher: Mahendra Raj Sapkota

Considering the expansion of the Dairy Development Corporation (DDC) over the past 14 years in terms of physical infrastructure, manpower development and addition of employees, it has become necessary to evaluate its performance. The Corporation has recorded continuous losses (except for the
year 1974/75) during the ten years from 1973/74 to 1982/83. This study was designed and conducted to evaluate the factors contributing to these losses.

This type of evaluation of the DDC has not been carried out before. This study should help in understanding collection, production and financial performance which is essential to help the management of the DDC to bring about necessary reforms. Besides its usefulness to the DDC management, it is hoped that this study will be useful to the government, and to other concerned individuals, agencies, and organizations.

No. 27: Impact of the Small Farmers Development Program on Small Farmers in Nawalparasi District

Researcher: Jaysingh Sah

This study assesses the impact of the Small Farmers Development Program (SFDP) on the income, consumption, assets, and employment of small farmers. It further examines the existence of differential response to the SFDP and different benefits derived by different (hill and Terai) beneficiaries. The analysis is based on the primary data collected in 1984 from 120 randomly selected beneficiaries and 30 non-beneficiaries from the project area of the SFDP in Ramnagar, Nawalparasi District.

Hill beneficiaries significantly benefitted from the program. The response of hill villagers to the SFDP was higher than that of Terai villagers.

No. 28: Nutritional Status of Rural Children in Nepal: A Case Study of Chitwan District

Researcher: Bishnu Bhandar

This study is an investigation of the prevalence of protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) and its correlation with socio-economic characteristics among rural children under six years of age. The anthropometric measurements of 358 children were taken and the heads of the households were surveyed. The Gomez, Waterlow and mid-upper arm circumference (MUAC) indices are used to determine the nutritional status of the children. From 60 to 85 percent of the children suffer from mild to severe malnutrition. About 10 percent of them suffer from third degree malnutrition. The girls have a slightly better nutritional status than the boys. The same is true with the children of the lower castes. Kshetry children suffer from chronic undernutrition. The amount of land farmed by the family, cash value of total crop production, caste, gender and education have inconsistent relationships with malnutrition variables.

Possible reasons for the lack of association between socio-economic variables and child malnutrition are discussed, and policy recommendations are presented.

No. 29: Demand for Children in the Nepal Terai

Researcher: Krishna K. Rauniar

This study uses the micro-economic demand theory of fertility to examine forces influencing current fertility decisions of Terai farm families. Determinants of demand for farm children include value of mother's time, child labor contributions, farm income, child mortality, duration of marriage, migration, contraceptive use, and education.

The cross-sectional household data used in this study was collected by interviewing couples aged 15-49 years from six Terai districts in February 1982. This basic experimental study of the demand for children takes decision making and direction of effects as a one-way static relationship.

Child labor and duration of marriage were important determinants of demand for children. Farm wage rate, husband's education, modern farming, contraceptive use, child mortality, and migrant status were less significant in explaining fertility behavior. Farm value and farm size also affect demand for children although no definite conclusions can be made as yet due to their low level of significance.
Three dependent variables were tried in the analysis of demand for children -- number of children ever born (NCB), ideal family size (IFS), and average (current) fertility (NCE). Average (current) fertility was found to be more consistent with the idea of fertility than the aggregate measures (NCB, IFS) used in the other equations. In the cohort fertility analysis, the determinants of fertility explained the cyclical and temporary fluctuations in fertility levels which might have taken place through changes in attitudes and practices governing fertility behavior.

*NEW FILMS ON TIBETAN BUDDHISM*

The Lion's Roar is the first major documentary film on one of the world's foremost Buddhist leaders, His Holiness the 16th Gyalwang Karmapa. Directed by award-winning filmmaker Mark Elliott and narrated by James Coburn, The Lion's Roar tells the story of how the 16th Karmapa sustained the traditions of his Order after he escaped from Tibet in 1958 and how he brought these traditions to the West during visits to the United States and Europe. The spiritual heritage of Tibetan Buddhism is presented through interviews with the high lamas of the Kagyu Order, with a particular emphasis on the Vajrayana or Tantric teachings.

The Lion's Roar concludes with the extraordinary ceremony of the cremation of the body of the 16th Karmapa after his death in November 1981 in a hospital in Zion, Illinois. Witnessed by over 10,000 people at Rumtek Monastery in Sikkim, India, the cremation epitomises the Buddhist belief in death as the ultimate symbol of impermanence and its meaning as the natural continuation of life.

To order contact: Bonnie White or Helen Green
Centre Productions Inc.
1800 30th Street
Suite 207
Boulder, CO 80301 U.S.A.
(303) 444-1166

*TIBETAN FILMSTRIP*

Based on the book Born in Tibet by Tibetan Lama Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche, this filmstrip of the same title dramatizes the true story of the early life and training of a Buddhist monk and his adventurous escape in 1959 from the communist invasion of his homeland. Shot on location in the Himalayas, it displays the awesome beauty of the region, the traditional life of Tibetan culture, and the drama of escape from political upheaval.

1 Filmstrip, 1 Cassette, Book, Guide US$39.00. Video Formats US$85.00

To order contact Centre Productions Inc. (address above)